Abstract
Introduction
Grid computing is a distributed computing infrastructure which provides coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic and multiple virtual organizations [1] . The key implication of this coordinated resource sharing [2] is how to schedule independent jobs of a large, parallelizable application to distributed resources.
To achieve efficiency in scheduling tasks, a number of scheduling methods for grid computing systems have been developed. Meta-heuristics: Tabu search, simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithms have been proposed to improve scheduling results by the ability of escaping local optima [3] . To enhance scheduling success in continual, dynamic and uncertain process, fuzzy methods has been presented out in the Grid scheduling [4] . In [5] , multi-agents have been introduced to resolve a wide range of complex grid scheduling problems. However, a scheduler makes decisions based on the information provided to it; current scheduling methods assume one has 100 percent of the task information needed at an extremely fine level of detail [6] ; in fact, this is far from real scenarios.
The nature of the tasks is heterogeneous and the information is incomplete. The demand of jobs consists of various different service requirements such as Quality of Service, Completion Time, but task B has Accuracy of Result, Likelihood of Completion, as well as Cost, etc. Mmoreover, only part characteristics are definitude known, For example, Accuracy of Result is not one value, may be an interval or a set. Theses heterogeneity and incompleteness have seriously affected the successfully and efficiency of grid scheduling. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been better grid scheduling work done for the case where the task has both heterogeneity and incompleteness property. Rough Set [7] is useful for rule induction from incomplete data sets, and the A* algorithm is a best-first graph search algorithm that finds the least-cost path from a given initial node.
In this paper, we apply Rough Set to define Task Equivalence-Class concept, and get core reduce set to classify the resource, by which, we get specific set of task queues and corresponding resources. Then the scheduling model based on A* algorithm is put forward to improve scheduling performance.
The classification of Task scheduling over incomplete information
Task scheduling can be described with the model :( T, A, z, F), where T is the task set, T= {T 1 , T 2 … T n } and A is attribute set of T i , A= {a 1 , a 2 … a m }. Z is resource set, Z= {z 1 , z 2 …, z q }. F is mapping between T and Z, and { : T A Z F Task Similar-Class under incomplete information sets is presented as follows:
Where,
they are similar. The incomplete information problem can be converted to complete information through following relationship:
We designed the task classification based on above formulations which will take five steps to conduct the task classification as following.
First, if the task attribute already are complete, it will not be need converting again. Directly apply the Eq.(1) to compute task equivalence-Class. Second, if the task attribute already are incomplete, solving Task Similar-Class is calculated and converted to task equivalence-Class, which can potentially lessen the information incompleteness because such convert method will eliminate the attribute uncertainty. Thirdly, when the task equivalence-Class is enough to divide the task queue, then the task division will always be conducted by / p TR , and the reduce core attribute can be acquired. The fourth, aiming at rough classification, discernibility attribute set D is got. Finally, and the most difficult step, is to guarantee the short queue and mapping resource will be acquired which is carried out by the integrated use of Eq. (1)-Eq. (4). The short queue and mapping resource are obtained as follows:
Figure.1 Task Classification
 Discernibility attribute D is applied to rough classify the long scheduling task queue.

Core attribute set is employed to fine category, and get short task queue.
The resources pool is divided to map short task queue according to corresponding core attribute set.
Scheduling Inter-classification Tasks based on A* Algorithm
A scheduling strategy based upon the A start algorithm in this section is presented for tasks within internal classification. Because of tasks in same Inter-classification, one task can be dispatched to one arbitrary node. Therefore, the number of scheduling model is n m . In A* algorithm a distance-plus-cost heuristic function denoted f(x) to determine the order in which the search visits nodes in the tree uses as ( ) ( ) ( ) f x g x h x . () gx is the path-cost function, which is the cost from the starting node to the current node, and () hx is an estimation of the distance from the current node to goal. Let task set 0 Figure. 2.
Figure.2 Scheduling Algorithm
In begin of this algorithm, Min-Min algorithm is used to generate an approximate optimal solution as follows [9] : (1) Suppose the task will use the smallest time Mintime on the kth machine, then
Mintime(i)=MCT(i,k)
, which is a one dimension array with a elements; (2) select the smallest one of Mintime(i) : Min(Mintime(i)=MCT(i,k)) and its host computer b and distribute a to b; (3) delete a form , and refresh MCT matrix at the same time. Because Min-Min algorithm only consider each optimal distribution, a blindly removal of nodes may exclude the optimal solution, and thus can not reach the global optimum. For example, a grid environment consists of 3 tasks dispatched to 3 hosts. The while (now()  _time+  ) and (travel is not finish) >H 1 ) , because of the parallel use of resources, the total cost is 7. But approximate optimal solution can be obtained by Min-Min algorithm, and this is conducive to fast pruning. Then we get the height of the tree and build the initial tree. It has N-layer and each layer has M branches. In the While loop, right tree.Travel is done. The total cost F(x) is computed, If the current node is leaf node, BestCost is updated; if CurrentCost <BestCost, BestCost is replaced with the CurrentCost, by which, our algorithm keep close to the optimal solution. If the current node is in the middle layer, then allocated cost is calculated, which is done from the root node to the current node, and then compare the likely paid cost with BestCost to prune. Therefore, the algorithm determine the choice of solution by calculating only the minimum cost of next level , not need to do it from the root node to the leaf nodes, so, it can achieve rapid pruning effect.
Experimental Results
The study of our scheduling strategy and selection algorithms was carried out using optimization Optorsim. Our simulations are run for various types with incomplete information. We consider four scheduling strategy for the resource broker. There are two evaluation metrics we consider in this research: a) Failure rate: when job with various requirements is submitted to the sites that have the various features, i.e., the Linux OS, high computer capability, large disk, if the requirement is not satisfied by current sites feature, scheduling failure is regard as failure, and the number of statistics failures over all tasks number is just like Failure rate; b) Makespan: it is the time to complete all jobs , and the scheduling objective is to minimize the makespan, which is most concern of grid user submitting tasks. The simulation results for the methods MET, Min-Min, XSufferage, Taskgrouping and Our Strategy are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that MET has the high failure rate. The main reason is MET aims at allocate the best resources to each task, but it will lead to load imbalance problem. More seriously, MET for the heterogeneous computing environment is not applicable because MET assume that one task run fast in a kind resource, then the other tasks also run faster on this kind resources. The Min-Min is similar to MET because it is based on the MET, only different between them is complete time and the Failure rate is unrelated to this. The idea of Sufferage is that the task should be assigned to a resource, if not, and then the task scheduling will meet difficulty, especially when the tasks need input, output data, and computing resources within a cluster. The TaskGrouping has the better performance in hit rate. Above algorithms are usually coarse-grained scheduling applied to independent tasks of compute-intensive. However, there are some applications; they contain a large number of lightweight tasks. Therefore, TaskGrouping is a dynamic scheduling algorithm upon fine-grained tasks. It the task scheduler will carry out task group based on the needs of the tasks, and the same group tasks will be submitted to the same resources to run. By this way, it would be to reduce the scheduling cost and enhance resource utilization. But the flaw is this method does not consider the information incompleteness. Our strategy has the lowest Failure Rate, the main reason is that we eliminate the task incomplete and Task is classified by division / p TR, then reduce core attribute can be acquired to guarantee successful mapping. Figure 4 depicts the makespan for different scheduling strategies with respect to task number, which illustrates the effect on total complete time as the task number varies from 150 to 500. 
Figure.4 Makespan over inter-classification
It can be seen that the performance of Tabu is worst of all methods, and the Min-Min have the better performance because Min-Min is in itself to find the shortest possible time. GA almost has the same small Makespan as Min-Min because it's capacity of finding exact or approximate solutions. Our strategy has the minimum makespan regardless of the task increasing compared to other algorithms, and we notice our strategy always has optimal solution because of using A* under width iteration time.
Conclusion
We have proposed an effective strategy for grid tasks scheduling replicas in heterogeneity and incomplete information condition. The aim of our strategy is to ensure a scheduling successful degree of various tasks and efficiency. Our results show that the strategy we propose both has the lowest Failure rate and least make span. We plan to further fine-tune the strategy based on more simulation studies and expand the application to cloud computing. The results also imply that our adaptive scheme is more adequate to a dynamic environment with dynamic changes in the task properties than a static replication scheme, and has good scalability. Our strategy mechanism has classify and lessen the heterogeneity and incompleteness, as it does not rely on an all properties, only rely on reduce core property. Even if a portion of the information is fuzzy or null, our mechanism can map the most of tasks to the grid conditions. Moreover, the overhead with queue waiting time are distributed over the grid system because of using task equivalence-Class. Another advantages come at the scheduling optimization based on a start alt algorithm, which sometimes lead to significantly improvement in complete time. Simulation results show that the scheduling effect is more evident than other heuristic methods.
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